Data warehouses are of crucial importance to decision-making in competitive organizations. The fact that they store enormous quantities of data is a challenge in what concerns performance and scalability, as users request instant answers. None of the traditional performance strategies is sufficiently good to make complex aggregation queries take only minutes or seconds. The summary warehouse (SW) achieves such a speedup by storing only generalpurpose sampling summaries well-fit for aggregated exploration analysis.
Introduction
Applications that analyze the data in todays' large organizations typically access very large volumes of data, pushing the limits of traditional database management systems in performance and scalability. The Giga or Terabytes of data that must be processed limit the time-toanswer. However, the user is not willing to wait for minutes or hours in any one of the iterative steps of analysis and exploration. In practice, this means that the user will become frustrated for having to wait much longer than desired.
This has motivated a lot of research on all kinds of structures, strategies and massively parallel systems to deliver faster answers. But while complex and expensive systems and strategies can improve the time-to-answer in those systems, they will often not be enough to tame many Giga or Terabytes, while summaries can deliver giant performance leaps inexpensively without any significant or negative overhead on the data warehouse.
Sampling summaries reduce the amount of data that must be processed immensely and, at the same time, can be applied to most query patterns. This is an important advantage when compared with pre-computed aggregates (materialized views -MVs), which are quite useful for precomputed reports, but have a much more limited scope in ad-hoc analysis: MVs are inflexible because they are specific to a given query pattern and corresponding rollups; they are only justifiable above a considerable aggregation granularity or dimensional subcube; A more detailed MV will not provide a speedup comparable to an summary simply because it will be too big; It is not feasible to materialize a very large set of possible patterns into MVs in ad-hoc environments; a set of MVs can easily more than double the data warehouse space.
Sampling summaries rely on statistical estimation to provide approximate answers, returning estimations together with confidence intervals. While this is the only possible way to deliver without requiring the whole data, it is prone to estimation problems related to what we call the "representation issue": does a sample represent the real data with sufficient accuracy? If a larger summary is constructed instead, it will take too much time to return the answer, even though many queries could be answered with much smaller summaries. This is the summary size (speed) to accuracy tradeoff. In this paper we first analyze the representation issue and then devise a strategy that uses a bag of summaries (BofS) to avoid the representation problem and address the speed/accuracy tradeoff effectively. BofS stores a set of summaries and devises a clever way to choose which summary can answer the query faster and with sufficient accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 reviews the summary warehouse architecture (SW) and section 4 discusses the accuracy limitations of SWs, revealing the main causes of such problem. Section 5 presents the Bag-of-Summaries (BofS) approach and section 6 evaluates the approach. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related work
The time requirements imposed by data analysis in large data warehouses, which requires extensive scanning and joining of enormous data sets, has been a major driver for recent works in approximate query answering strategies, which include [12] [1] . [12] proposed a framework for approximate answers of aggregation queries called online aggregation, in which the base data is scanned in random order at query time and the approximate answer is continuously updated as the scan proceeds. A graphical display depicts the answer and a confidence interval as the scan proceeds, so that the user may stop the process at any time. The Approximate Query Answering (AQUA) system [7] [8] [9] provides approximate answers using small, pre-computed synopses of the underlying base data. The system provides probabilistic error/confidence bounds on the answer [2] [10] . There has also been considerable amount of work in developing statistical techniques for data reduction in large data warehouses. A survey of various statistical techniques is given in the paper by Barbara et al. [3] .
The insufficiency of samples is considered an important issue, which has been the main driver of important recent work. In [2] Join Synopsis are proposed to minimize the problem of poor quality approximations in the estimates of the output of multi-way joins.
The insufficiency of samples in group estimations has been partially addressed from a query pattern perspective in the congressional samples strategy (CS) [1] , which uses a hybrid uniform and biased sampling strategy that tries to maximize the accuracy for selected group-by sets.
Our ongoing work includes a new technique called TISS [4] [5] -Time Interval Stratified Sampling -which also applies biased sampling but focusing on recency, without restricting ad-hoc query capabilities. The idea of this strategy is to think what businesses typically need? They typically focus on last months activity for detailed performance and to plan what and how to do in the future. They also look at the remaining past, but in a more aggregated, comparative way. Accordingly, TISS makes a tradeoff, with progressively less exact representations of older periods in order to return accurate recent data.
Both CS and TISS strategies are useful to improve estimations and can be applied to any system, but CS is pattern-dependent and both are insufficient for large reduction rates, as we will discuss in the next sections.
The Summary Warehouse
The summary warehouse (SW) includes a piece of software that analyses queries and either forwards them to the data warehouse (DW) or returns a very fast estimation depending on the query and the user desire.
Accurate, non-exact answers are sufficient for queries such as finding out the percentage of sales that occurred in Asia or the sales evolution in each region.
The query performance advantage of using an SW can be very easily illustrated by a simple example. Figure 1 shows the results of a sales revenue query in graphical display. Even for a relatively small TPC-H scale factor (10 GB) ... this query took about 2h30min against the DW and only about 1min30s against a 2% SW. The Figure also shows the confidence interval bounds returned together with the estimation of the SW. The previous example shows the importance of the SW approach. Figure 2 shows the large speedup obtained for three queries of TPC-H SF-3 when considering SWs with several reduction factors (e.g. SW 0.1 = 1/1,000 of data set size). The figure shows that the speedup can be larger than the reduction factor (e.g. for a reduction factor of 1,000x, query 5 was answered 10,000 times faster!). In practice, the actual speedup is very dependent on the setup and tuning mechanisms, but we would expect a speedup at least in the vicinity of the reduction factor. The estimation procedure from a uniform random sampling summary is reasonably simple. Let N be the number of values aggregated within a group when the query is ran against the base data and n the number of samples aggregated within the equivalent group when the query is ran against the sampling summary. The estimations returned for the most frequent aggregation operators are computed as, 
Accuracy Limitations of Summaries
The SWs estimation accuracy depends mainly on the representation capability. Given a query, the summary will have to estimate a value for each group returned in the result set. Given that groups are usually heterogeneous in size, this means that the summary will return inaccurate answers for badly-represented groups and no answers to groups it cannot estimate for lack of representation power.
The representation issue is especially relevant as queries can be posed with varied degrees of detail. For instance, the summary can return accurate answers for yearly brand sales but fail to answer monthly brand sales accurately, at least for less sold brands. Figure 3 shows yearly revenues in one region using a 0.1% summary on TPC-D 10GB. The figure includes the real value (darkest bar), the estimation (light bar) and two 90% confidence interval expressions (LCT and Chebychev). The problem revealed with this figure is the incapacity of the strategy to return accurate estimations for the circled groups, which were not sufficiently well represented in the samples set. If monthly estimations are asked for (larger detail), most groups will not have enough representation power. In practice, a minimum number of samples must be determined below which the estimation is not possible (we do this in a later section).
The representation problem would be minimized using larger summaries. However, we are assuming that the user wants "almost instant" or "fast" answers to queries and this cannot be achieved with large summaries. For instance, a summary with 1% of a 1TB dataset may have difficulties estimating smaller groups with the required accuracy. However, it is still a 10GB summary, meaning that it will still be too slow. But if a 1GB, 0.1% summary is used instead, the accuracy problems will be much worse.
The previous discussion has shown that there are three major interrelated factors causing representation problems: group heterogeneity, query detail and the tradeoff summary_size(speed)/accuracy, which is relevant to summary construction.
Previously proposed strategies cannot completely solve any of the two first issues in ad-hoc queries context and none has handled those issues while also addressing the crucial speed (summary size) to accuracy tradeoff issue. The user would like to have as fast an answer as possible for a desired level of accuracy. The Bag-of-Summaries achieves this objective by having a set of summaries at its disposal and choosing the most appropriate one to answer a query.
The Bag-of-Summaries (BofS) Approach
The first thing that must be there in a SW approach is the option between approximate and exact answers. If the client is willing to accept approximate answers to his query, he only needs to add a command to his SQL query, SET APPROXIMATE A small summary is important to deliver fast answers, but it will frequently fail to offer the desired accuracy for many queries. On the other hand, a larger summary may return accurate estimations for a larger number of query patterns but will fail to answer queries as quickly. Typically, if only one summary is to be materialized, it must be chosen taking into account this tradeoff. However, it is possible to materialize a set of summaries and devise a strategy to determine what summaries should be used to achieve the desired accuracy. A very small summary should be used when it is able to provide enough representation to estimate the query results correctly. This will result in a very fast answer. However, if the summary cannot achieve this objective, a larger summary should be chosen instead. The time needed to compute the answer will be larger, but the results will be sufficiently accurate. The BofS approach is to maintain a registered set of summaries and implement an algorithm that chooses the most appropriate summary (or set of summaries) to answer a query with sufficient accuracy as fast as possible.
The Bag of Summaries (BofS): A summary bag B is a set of materialized summaries s i with n elements: B={s 1 ,…,s n }. Summaries s i should be chosen such that B satisfies different query needs, by addressing the representation accuracy to response time tradeoff. Summaries must be built and registered into an SW directory to be part of B and used in the BofS approach.The bag-of-summaries can simply be constructed with a set of summaries spanning different granularities in a given range, but additional heuristics can be defined, as we mention later regarding our future work.
We assume that the summaries were obtained using random sampling, although the strategy can be generalized to other summaries.
In the rest of this section we first describe the strategy BofS uses to choose the summary(ies) that should be used to answer a query and then discuss how BofS estimates some parameters that it needs to choose the summaries.
Choosing the Right Summary
From now on we use the term "Sampling Percentage" (SP) to refer to the amount of reduction that the summary represents measured as a percentage of the initial data set. Manual Setting: The user can specify the summary that should be used in a specific query. Summary s i in B has a sampling percentage SP i %, which must be stated when the summary is registered. To force the use of a specific summary, the client can indicate either the value SP% or a summary label in the command,
Automatic Setting: Depending on the query operations and desired level of confidence (accuracy), BofS calculates a "Representation Threshold" R, that is, the minimum number of samples needed per group to yield the desired accuracy. We show how this is done in a later subsection.
Then it predicts an approximate query granularity G (number of values aggregated in each group), also discussed below. In fact, granularities can vary between groups. The G value together with the representation threshold gives R/G = SP q %, the minimum sampling percentage needed to answer the query with the desired level of accuracy. Then BofS simply chooses the summary(ies) needed to yield SP q %. If the query cannot be answered satisfactorily with any summary or combination of summaries, BofS simply redirects the query into the original DW data. The automatic setting requires two parameters (user given or otherwise default values): the confidence level desired by the user (90%, 95%, …), and a very important parameter which is the maximum acceptable amplitude of the CI (this parameter is used later on). These can be set using the command:
SET CONFIDENCE [x%] CI [y%|y] In this expression y% is relative to the result value and y is absolute.
Choosing a Representation Threshold
The representation threshold or minimum number of samples is the number of samples needed to return an estimation of a group result. Confidence intervals (CI) can be analyzed in order to study this issue. Figure 4 (extracted from [6] ) shows different CI formulas for the estimation of an average and indicates the conditions under which those CIs do provide guarantees. From this figure we can conclude that: -CLT (Central Limit Theorem) provides guarantees when the number of samples in the group is large (|S|-> ∞); -Although other authors have used Hoeffding CIs in the group estimation problem (e.g. [1] ), it is not a very useful approach, because the MAX and MIN values that should be used are those of each group, which are not known. If, on the other hand, they are replaced by the overall MAX and MIN values, the CIs will be too large in many practical cases; -In what concerns the Chebychev formula, we do not know the standard deviation and instead estimate it from the samples (est. s(R)). Therefore, only the second case is applicable. This means that CIs give guarantees when s(S) ->s(R) (the standard deviation of the samples tends to the real value).
Additionally, if the number of samples is small (e.g. below 30), CLT no longer applies and the t-student distribution must be used instead, increasing the z p value in the CLT formula.
From this brief analysis we conclude that, in our context, there are no definite guarantees and we should try to have as good a representation as possible to satisfy the Chebychev or CLT conditions.
Based on the CI formulas for AVG, COUNT and SUM (others can be analyzed as well) we go further to determine a possible representational threshold R. We derive the values for the estimation of a value V. To do this we consider a desired maximum amplitude of the CI as the ratio p = CI V / V. For instance, 10% means the CI V is within 10% of the value V. Using (simplified) CI formulas, AVERAGE: the estimation is avg = avg samples CI avg ≈ z p σ/√n s , where n s is the number of samples p = z p (σ/V) x √n s , where V is avg n s = R = (zp/p) 2 (σ/avg) 2 The variables in this equation are easily replaced by meaningful values. While zp is directly obtained from the desired confidence interval and p reflects the user expectation in terms of relative CI, σ/avg measures the standard deviation as a factor of the average being computed. In this case we have to make an assumption about the value. Considering that the data set distribution is not too exoteric, values such as 50% are typically used in statistics works, but other values such as 100% or 30% will typically provide convenient upper bounds. Another possibility is to use average σ and avg values stored in a simple structure from query history for a given query pattern. The structure is described under the title "Manual Estimates" in Section 5. 
Determining Query Granularity G
Query granularity must be estimated in the BofS approach. Although this may seem a difficult thing to do, it is not so. It is a typical selectivity estimation problem. The exact sizes of groups are not important, as the only consequence of bad estimations is increased execution time: if the summary chosen cannot deliver accuracy, the estimations will have to be completed by another, larger summary, increasing the time needed to answer the query.
For the estimation of granularity, we propose four possible approaches. Then we refer to the group heterogeneity problem and how it can be handled in BofS.
Manual Estimates: Group size estimates are given by the user (his perception on how big the groups will be) and stored in a structure with category identifiers and the statistics given by the user. The user specifies this using a SET GRANULARITY command with arguments as in the example:
brand/month/shop avgN=2000, 75%=2500, 25%=1700, max=5000, min=1000
This example shows that the brand-by-month-by-shop query is expected to return groups with average size 2000, percentiles and max and min values as given.
Usage and Selectivity Estimates: In this case group size estimates will reside in a small histogram, which is automatically updated each time a query is ran (usage history). Tables and queries can also be analyzed (ANALYZE command) to update the selectivity estimation data in the histogram. Current database engines typically include this selectivity estimation features (e.g. the ANALYZE command in Oracle).
Summary Estimates: to speedup the ANALYZE command, Oracle allows a table to be analyzed from samples. In BofS case one of the smallest summaries in the bag of summaries B can be used to speedup the analysis of selectivity estimation.
Group Heterogeneity Problem: in practice, the strategy must deal with possibly heterogeneous group sizes in the query. This means that, instead of a single query granularity G, there will be a few different granularities, while BofS uses a specific G to determine the adequate sampling percentage (SP%) to answer a query. The simplest way to handle this issue is to use the average query granularity (G avg ) or the minimum query granularity (G min ). In the first case, smaller groups may not have enough representation, returning a partial "No Data" (ND) answer. In the second case, all groups will be well represented, but a large summary may be needed if G min is very small and the answer will take time. BofS may even need to redirect the query to the DW if the SP% value cannot be achieved using existing summaries.
More generically, in a query determining ng group results, the user may be willing to give up mg group results mg/ng% of the results in order to have fast estimations of ng -mg groups. In this case the query will return partial approximate answers together with "No Data" (ND) for the groups that cannot be estimated for lack of samples. In this case, the histogram is analyzed to get the granularity G that corresponds to the appropriate percentile (G % ).
To set a granularity choice the user issues the command:
The possible values in this command correspond to the granularity choice G avg , G min and G % respectively.
Selecting the Summary and Computing the Estimation
The steps described above determine which SP% should be used to retrieve a fast answer to the query with at least the desired accuracy as expressed by the confidence parameters. This SP% is then tested against the summaries registered in the Bag B. The summary that is chosen is the one with the nearest SP% greater than the value given by the previous steps. The estimations are computed using the normal formulas for sampling estimations.
If there isn't any summary with such property in B, then the algorithm tries to find two or more summaries that combined would have the desired SP% (or greater). If it finds them, the answer is estimated based on the conjunction those summaries, which can be computed in parallel and then merged. The parallel processing and merging strategy is part of our ongoing work.
Improving the Approach: Mixing Response Time and Representation
The previously described approach chooses the smallest possible summary under representation-related constraints. However, there is no need to use the smallest summary whenever a larger one can answer within acceptable time frames and with larger accuracy. To handle this issue, the user can specify acceptable and maximum response time parameters (optional):
SET RESPONSE_TIME_PARAMETERS [acceptable: x hr/min/sec, maximum: y hr/min/sec] This option can only be used when there are time statistics. The time taken by a summary to answer a query must be obtained using similar procedures from those described for the query granularity issue. They can be manually entered or recorded based on usage history. Other solutions include query optimizer cost estimates and estimates based on running the smallest summary and then generalizing to the other datasets. This is part of our ongoing work.
We have seen in previous subsections that the user specifies a minimum representation. Figure 5 shows how three possible placements of the minimum representation SP% (MR) can determine the choices that the mixed time&representation algorithm must make. For now, consider that any summary size (SP%) was available. If MR corresponds to a summary that takes longer than the maximum response time (MRT), this means that it is not possible to find a suitably represented summary within the specified time interval. In this case, the user must choose which is more important: MR or MRT (the figure shows the algorithm choice when MRT is predominant). The figure also shows summary choices for the other two cases (MRT>MR>ART and ART>MR).
When the summary is chosen based on ART or MRT (time constraints), it means the summary with SP%<= SP% ART or SP%<= SP% MRT respectively (faster than ART or MRT), whereas when it is chosen based on MR, it means the summary with SP%>= SP% MR (with at least the same representation power). In practice there are only a few summaries available, but the rules apply exactly as described here.
Efficiency and Accuracy of BofS
In this section, we present the results of an experimental evaluation of the BofS approach. Using data from TPC-H benchmark, we construct an experimental setup that shows the advantage that BofS offers by selecting the fastest summary from a bag of summaries. Five schemas were constructed: the base data (DW) and three uniform sampled summaries -5% (SW5), 2% (SW2) and 0.2% (SW02). The bag-of-summaries is composed by registering all three summaries in the SW directory. Figure  6 summarizes the schemas used.
Schema
Percentage DW 100.0% SW5 5.0% SW2 2.0% SW02 0.2% BofS 5.0%;2.0%; 0.2% Experimental results show, for each operation (avg, sum and count), the percentage of group results that each summary could estimate (those that have enough representation), the % error (relative to the true result) and % CI amplitude (also relative to the true result). The results also show which summary was chosen by BofS based on a confidence level of 90% with at least 75% of group results valid and relative CI interval of 15%. The error and CI results shown are the average over the relative errors of all groups returned by the query.
The evaluation was conducted on a Intel Pentium III 866 MHz CPU with 20 GB IDE hard disk and 256 MB of RAM, running Windows 2000 professional with an Oracle 8i (8.1.7) DBMS, running the TPC-H decision support benchmark [14] . We used the scale factor 10 (10GB) for generating our test data. Figure 7 summarizes the important features of the tables in TPC-H database used in the experiments. To perform these experiments we also constructed the schemas described before and prepared a query template Qa, which is a slightly modified version of a typical TPC-H query, to test varied granularities (degrees of detail). Qa computes aggregate quantities per brand, discount and a defined time period (e.g. year, quarter, month or week). Figure 8 shows the Qa query template. It's important to remind that, as derived in section 5.2 on representation thresholds, only groups containing at least n s = R samples can be estimated with guarantees on the error bounds, where R was derived in section 5.2 as well and depends on a set of factors, including the operation being computed. Figure 9 shows the accuracy (CIs and actual errors) and execution time results obtained for Yearly and Quarterly aggregates (well represented data) for AVG, SUM and COUNT operations, while Figure 11 shows Monthly and Weekly aggregates (more detailed patterns). The table includes the combination of the 2% and 5% summaries, which BofS uses when none of the other summaries can estimate with enough accuracy. The results also show how many valid results (within the CI target specified) were returned. The results surrounded by a darker border are those chosen by BofS for a 15% CI upper bound and at least 75% valid results. Yearly and Quarterly aggregates: Most groups were well represented in both yearly and quarterly aggregates, as can be seen by the near to 100% of returned answers (%Answers columns). The only exception was the estimation of quarterly results using the 0.2% summary.
The measurements include response time for each case and speedup relative to the query posed against the base DW data (figure 10), which took between 4 and 10.5 hours to complete (depending on the aggregation granularity). For simplicity, we do not consider BofS time bounds (section 5.5) in the experiments. BofS was able to use the fastest summary within the CI target specified by the user. In Figure 9 .a, BofS chose the 0.2% summary for yearly aggregates, which executes the query in only 29 seconds against about 12 minutes for the 5% summary (if the yearly query includes a count operation, BofS chooses the 2% summary instead, to stay within the CI target). It has also chosen the most appropriate summary for quarterly aggregates -the 2% summary, which executes the query in about 6 minutes against about 15 minutes for the 5% summary. The Figure  also shows the actual average error of the group results returned, which is, as expected, below the CI values.
In practical usage, many query patterns have granularities as large as or larger than the yearly aggregation shown here. The results show that very small summaries can return very fast and accurate answers in those cases and that BofS is a very important tool that can choose the best summary.
If the user had specified response time constraints as discussed in section 5.5, the algorithm would also take the time required to answer into consideration. This means that, if the time taken by a larger summary is within acceptable limits, BofS can choose it in order to improve accuracy. Monthly and Weekly aggregates: The cases depicted here correspond to less wellrepresented data. Depending on the CI target that was specified, BofS has to choose a summary that can still answer with the appropriate accuracy, even though it might be slower. For the 15% CI target and at least 75% valid results that were specified, BofS chose the 2% summary for monthly aggregates and the (2%+5%) summary for weekly aggregates. In this second case the (2%+5%) summary was the only one that was able to stay within the limits. For count operations, BofS chose the 5% summary in the first case and none in the second. If there was a 10% summary in the bag, BofS would have been able to choose that summary to answer the count operation or to guarantee stricter error targets.
From these cases we see that the advantage of BofS is that it materializes a set of summaries and provides a way to choose the appropriate summary given error and time constraints. Consider that, instead of a bag-of-summaries, a single summary is constructed. Either it is sufficiently large to answer less aggregated queries but too slow, or it is too small to answer less aggregated queries with sufficient accuracy. BofS not only maintains different summaries for different needs as it provides a clever way to choose among those summaries.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have shown the major limitations of approximate summaries used to return very fast estimations of query answers in data warehouses. Those limitations had to do with accuracy and representation problems, due to the necessary tradeoff between summary_size (speed) and accuracy in summary construction as well as query related issues (group heterogeneity and query granularity).
We have proposed a generic Bag-of-Summaries (BofS) strategy to overcome those limitations. By materializing a set of summaries with different sizes and providing an algorithm that is able to choose the most appropriate summary or group of summaries to answer a query, BofS provides guarantees on the accuracy while also returning answers as fast as possible.
We described the design of BofS and conducted experiments to show the importance of using this strategy. These experiments have shown the relevance of the strategy, which has been able to choose the appropriate summary to deliver the desired tradeoff between accuracy and speedup.
In this paper we did not address the issue of determining the most appropriate composition of the bagof-summaries. Clearly, it can simply be constructed with a set of summaries spanning different granularities in a given range, but additional heuristics can be defined. Our future work on this subject includes the use of query and summary usage history to determine the most appropriate combination of summaries and to reorganize the bag-ofsummaries.
